tangible incursion of National Socialism into their communities' lives.
3 This article will first contextualize the experiences of ethnic German youths in the Batschka during World War II, presenting a brief historic background on the region and its ethnic German communities. Using Volksgeschichten (ethnographic national histories) and similar German studies on the region, the article will then outline the manners in which the Batschka became, even from the 1930s onwards, a target for "utopian" National Socialist planning. 4 Focusing primarily on the Nazi mobilization of youths, the article will then illustrate how German youths-both from within and outside of the Reich-became envisioned as a cornerstone to Nazi Germany's ambitions in eastern Europe. These National Socialist projections "from above," however, were not self-contained.
Rather, as memoirs and oral history interviews with these former German youths themselves indicate, Nazi schemes ultimately gave rise to multiple and mutually constitutive utopian imaginations, as youths mobilized and educated within National Socialist projects developed and acted on their own conceptualizations of "Germanness" and "German" space.
THE BATSCHKA: A HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION
As a region that experienced centuries of settlement by various ethnic groups and complex boundary changes between national, state, and imperial projects, the Batschka found itself for centuries at the crossroads between competing spatial imaginations and claims. Part of the Kingdom of Hungary from the Middle Ages onwards, the territory experienced Ottoman administration between 1526
and 1699. Becoming a Habsburg territory once again thereafter, the Batschka became the focus of intensive "repopulation" policies during the eighteenth century, which encouraged and financed German-speaking Christians (predominantly Catholics) to settle in the region. These so-called Donauschwaben thus joined a plethora of other preexisting and newly arrived minorities, including
Hungarians, Serbs, Romanians, Ruthenians, Bunjevci, Šokci, Roma, Jews, French, Spaniards, and Italians. 5 With the collapse of the Habsburg Empire after the First World War, the Batschka was divided. Except for a small sliver in the north (which remained in Hungary), most of the Batschka now belonged to the newly founded Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes. While it is difficult to obtain exact population statistics, according to the Yugoslav census of 1931, some 21.64 Königsberg, and the Deutsches Ausland-Institut (DAI) in Stuttgart were thus founded and/or expanded, financed, and operated by the German government during the early interwar period, and-as such-experienced a full-blown Gleichschaltung (National Socialist "coordination") by the late 1930s.
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The Batschka, too, became the focus of studies aimed at the region's geographic and economic conditions, population structures, and-increasingly-"racial" composition. One of the earliest, pre-Nazi German studies on the Batschka specifically was published by Hermann Rüdiger, a specialist on "Auslandsdeutsche" (ethnic Germans outside of Germany) and a later director of the DAI.
14 Published in 1931, Rüdiger's study on the "Donauschwaben of the South-Slavic Batschka" shows few indications of fantastical or National Socialist ambitions in the region. As within similar pre-Gleichschaltung studies
and Volksgeschichten on southeastern Europe, Rüdiger focuses, rather, on an empirical illustration of geographical, demographic, and economic conditions within the region, and not (yet) on any utopian ideals on the (re-)construction of a supposed German "Urheimat" (original homeland). In Rüdiger's study, the German minority is considered in its geographic, ethnographic, and demographic context. However, amidst maps, tables, and various descriptions, one is hard-pressed to find "utopian" aspirations; Rüdiger merely mentions how the future development of these German communities, so far removed from the "original home" and now no longer under Habsburg rule, seems unclear.
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However, Rüdiger's volume stands in stark contrast to German studies published on the Batschka following Hitler's Machtergreifung (seizure of power).
Henceforth imbued openly with the aims and tenets of National Socialism, post-Gleichschaltung studies highlight how conceptualizations of the spatial became increasingly intertwined with utopian National Socialist imaginations and projects. In 1943, for instance, the (by now indirectly SS-controlled 16 ) DAI published a volume on the "Germandom" of the portions of the Batschka that had remained in Hungary after World War I. According to the introduction, the volume was compiled by Erich Walz, a researcher who had fallen on the eastern front in August 1941 "for Führer, Volk, and Reich." 17 Although, like Rüdiger, Walz focuses on empirical data, including population statistics and geographic and economic data, his study exists in a field of tension between two contradictory "utopic" imaginations of the ethnic Germans in the Batschka. Walz frames the Batschka's Donauschwaben as the most German of the German. As he writes, "For over half a century, a repetitively increasing and decreasing stream of the best German blood flowed into the wide territories of the European East and Southeast." While direct ties between the "motherland" and its "daughter settlements" had "loosened," the ethnic Germans in this territory nevertheless remained the greatest "enthusiasts" of their German heritage. Confronted on a daily basis with "foreign Völker," these Germans had always considered their "Volkstum" (racialized national identity) as "the highest good and the content of their entire longing." Furthermore, the Germans in the Batschka were where the "German Bauerntum [agricultural folk] had reached a zenith," a standard to be adopted once again by his countrymen within Germany.
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Walz thus paints a utopic image of the Batschka as inhabited by a "pure"
bucolic German "Volk," a standard to be aspired to by all Germans within the Reich. However, Walz also envisions problems within this space, problems which apparently could only be solved through the tenets and programs of National Socialism. Walz highlights certain "cancers" that had damaged the territory's German "human material" ("Menschenmaterial"). One of these included abortion-supposedly introduced by a Jewish doctor in 1884-which had caused a rapid decline in the local German birth rates over the past decades, especially in comparison to other local minorities. Jews had therefore "endangered" the future of the Batschka's German population in a "biological" sense; these activities, moreover, were supported by the Magyars, who-with their restrictive Magyarization policies in education, bureaucracy, and census-taking-had for centuries also attempted to "break into" an already "weakened zone of the German Volkskörper." As Walz exclaims, however, the recent acquisition of the Batschka by Axis troops would finally enable the local Germans to lift the "yoke" of Jewish and Hungarian "oppression." Largely due to Germany's free access into the region, the Batschka's "powerful reconstruction" in "völkisch, biological, and economic terms" could now seemingly commence.
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MULTIPLYING UTOPIA: THE SUBJECTIVITY OF YOUTH AND THE EMERGENCE OF MUTUALLY CONSTITUTIVE UTOPIAS
One of the key agents of the Batschka's "reconstruction" would be youth.
Youth, it seemed, would be not only incredibly amenable, but also exceptionally important to Nazi programs in the region. Youths were deemed the most easily excitable and mobilizable segments of society (both within the Reich and abroad)
. 20 Yet, due to their developmental liminality, they also occupied a paradoxical position. 21 As was so frequently emphasized by National Socialists, youths provided a direct nexus to the future; whoever "won" youth for themselves would gain control of the future. 22 However-and precisely because of their critical, future-oriented position-youths were also exceedingly vulnerable, as they were targeted by competing actors and claims. As Walz suggests in his study, for instance, what particularly "endangered" the German population in the Batschka was the "miseducation" of children and youths (through Magyarization), or the lack of a "future generation" to begin with (through abortion). For utopian projects-in their nature orientated towards the futurethe "harnessing" of the forthcoming generations further gained an urgency. As a result, youths became a primary focus for the Third Reich's ambitions within the Batschka.
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The Reich's inclusion of youths in their plans of "reconstructing" the Batschka according to "völkisch, biological, and economic terms" contained two distinct and interconnected components: the large-scale "import" of reichsdeutsche youths into the Batschka, and the mass mobilization of Donauschwaben youths into National Socialist formations. 24 Little research has been conducted on the Europe flourished, these were no longer only sent to more "traditional" German irredenta; rather, girls and boys were now also sent by the hundreds to more remote borderlands, like Bessarabia, Bukovina, the Baltic states, or Volhynia.
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These youths were not merely to support ethnic Germans as laborers, however crucial this may have become as Germany relied more heavily on foreign goods and manpower over the course of the war. 28 Rather, their function was also ideological. The reichsdeutsche youths' tools in their "foreign service" thus included not merely the "sword and plow," but also the dictionary, songbook, and medical pamphlet. 29 In their interactions with ethnic Germans abroad, reichsdeutsche youths were to act as instructors, teaching the Volksdeutsche German language, literature, and grammar; Nazi-specific culture;
and "German" standards of nutrition and hygiene. 30 The goal of these activities became no less than an "Umvolkung" of ethnic German populations across Europe: ethnic Germans were to become not only "racially pure," but also ardent followers of "Germanic" culture and Nazi thought. into Germany. 32 According to Schirach, reichsdeutsche youths were to seek contact with ethnic Germans abroad and engage them in folk song, theater, dance, and similar cultural productions to create a "connection to the new Germany."
The aim of these initiatives, for Schirach, was "that every Hitler Youth and every BDM-girl, regardless of their location in the world, will create a large camaraderie [Kameradschaft] , and that they will-despite spatial separationmarch in one direction and live and act within the same spirit."
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The channeling of reichsdeutsche children and youths into regions like the Batschka, however, occurred not only through carefully crafted youth exchanges, but also through a combination of war-related necessities with the "emissarial" function of youth. The Kinderlandverschickung (KLV), the Reich-coordinated temporary removal from October 1940 onwards of some five million urban children into safety in the countryside, thus formed a considerable arena for interactions between Reichsdeutsche and Volksdeutsche. 34 According to some estimates, approximately eight thousand KLV children and youths were sent from the Hitler Youth uniform, these youths would "strengthen" these families' "German consciousness." These families, in turn, were to help secure the "life and future of the entire German Volk" in their service. 38 In their direct involvement with local agricultural production, their folkloric events targeted at youths, and pompous public marches through village streets, the KLV youths became a crucial component of Reich projects within the region, which-as we shall see-indeed impressed the Batschka's German youths. Youth" by then. 46 Depending on the source, furthermore, between 70 and 95 percent of the Batschka's Donauschwaben population as a whole had joined the pro-Nazi Volksbund. 47 In the activities of, and interactions between, youths from the Reich and youths from the Batschka, utopian imaginations of space became a critical and sought-after component. The function of youths within these projects was emissarial, and the message to be conveyed was embedded within conceptualizations of German space. Youths sent from the Reich to the Batschka thus held a double role: initially, reichsdeutsche youths were dispatched abroad in
Hitler-Jugend, Kinderlandverschickung, and similar operations to inform their ethnic German peers about the Reich, teach them the "true" values and meanings of "Germandom," imbue them with National Socialism, and mobilize these first into local Nazi youth groups and ultimately into Germany's war effort.
However, upon their return to the Reich, these youths' "emissarial" role continued. Now filled with first-hand experiences of the "original" German "blood" that environments like the Batschka supposedly harbored, and with their own impressions of a comparatively utopian setting, free from bombardment, where food remained plentiful throughout the war, these youths returned to the Reich with their own utopian conceptualizations on the Batschka and Reich efforts therein. The Batschka's German youths, once involved in these youth programs, served a similar function: first educated by their reichsdeutsche peers on Germany, they were then expected to relay this message to their greater Donauschwaben communities, acting as "educators" on the "glories" of the Reich and a Reich-"German" identity. As one 1941 article within Hungary's Nazi youth paper, the Jungkamerad, states, for instance:
Deutsche Jugend! Maybe your parents are still ambivalent. . . . However, it is your task to also fight for your parents. Through you, they must become Germans. Maybe it won't occur rapidly, maybe they also won't have the necessary dedication; however, they will march, and they even will be glad when you are kilometers ahead of them.
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Youths embedded within these projects thus became both the objects and the agents of an increasingly diversified "utopia": reichsdeutsche youths peddled images both of a "utopian" Reich and of a "utopian" Batschka, while Batschka youths became the messengers of a utopian imagination of the Reich and of a greater "German" identity.
According to Karl Mannheim, utopias never occur in a single form or in isolation; rather, as they originate in "social life," utopias concurrently arise in multiple (and sometimes antagonistic) forms, coming into existence and, ultimately, maintaining each other mutually. 49 As Luisa Passerini has further claimed, utopias reside in subjectivity. Subjectivity is what conceives of and acts upon utopias; it bridges the gap between reality and phantasy, memory and imagination, structure and agent, and the utopian ideal and the utopian practice. 50 Utopias were therefore not merely multifarious and occasionally conflicting when conceived "from above"; rather, individuals targeted by, and involved with, utopian projects "from below" also developed their own utopian conceptions, making the specific fragmentations of the "utopian" almost infinitesimal.
Not many extant sources give direct insight into the subjective experience German hosts. Nevertheless, certain tentative conclusions can be drawn.
As the memoirs of former KLV children suggest, there was a disconnect between "macro" conceptualizations of the Batschka, as portrayed not merely in the Volksgeschichten of Rüdiger and Walz, for instance (which these youths, presumably, would not have had access to), but also with official, more politicized portrayals of the Batschka in the reichsdeutsche youth press of the time.
As one VDA-sponsored youth publication, the 1939 Jung Roland, claimed, the Batschka had formed the "center of German life in Yugoslavia"; despite previous decades of Magyarization and their "falling to Yugoslavia," the Batschka Germans had succeeded in becoming "politically awakened" in the spirit of the Reich and the VDA. 51 Partially due to a lack of childhood political interest, persisting taboos surrounding Nazi activities within Donauschwaben communities, retrospective realizations of the Third Reich's horrors, and a genuine, continuous perception that their activities were not "political," such considerations are not reflected within the KLV memoirs. 52 Nevertheless, utopian conceptualizations of the Batschka are not merely present in these sources; they perhaps even supersede the imaginations of the original propagandistic materials.
Former KLV children's memoirs hence recount reichsdeutsche individuals' overwhelming admiration for the Batschka, creating an image of a halcyon, bountiful space that, even decades later, formed a "second home" for these youths.
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One man from Vienna, who stayed in the Batschka between October 1943 and May 1944, remembered how, upon his arrival, the Danube seemed "wider than a flowing sea." The local population greeted his KLV class in a friendly manner-people who, as he was surprised to find out, were called "Donauschwaben"
and also spoke German, albeit "a bit differently than us." 54 Another woman from Hamburg, who visited the Batschka between April 1943 and October 1943, further described how her host family made preparations for Easter. This family not only repainted and cleaned their entire house, the women of the household even spent several days baking cakes, pies, and cookies. "And how they made these cakes!!" she wrote. "One pie was made with thirty eggs and more," apparently something that she had not seen or tasted in Hamburg for a long time.
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Unfortunately, she could not take part in the Easter Sunday service, as she had to attend her weekly Sunday "Flaggenappell" ("salute to the flag") and sports events (both mandatory for Hitler-Jugend/BDM and KLV members on Sundays).
However, she was deeply impressed by the folk costumes and Catholic customs surrounding her, which-for her-"were all new."
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In their memoirs, the former KLV youths focused on three main themes:
their engagement with Donauschwaben customs, the local economy, and food.
Almost every memoir thus illustrated the elaborate meals that their host families so "generously" and "lovingly" prepared for them; almost all mentioned cake. 57 Furthermore, most recalled their fascination with local customs, folk dress, and religious celebrations. Many also recounted how, "out of thanks"
to their hosts, the reichsdeutsche groups organized cultural evenings in which they presented songs and dances typical for their own German regions.
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Furthermore, these individuals recalled with triumph the "joy and sorrow" of their involvement with the Batschka's silk worm production. Despite being-as the archival record shows-a strictly regulated part of the war economy, the KLV children's accounts of their days gathering mulberry leaves to feed the silk worms, for instance, were framed by descriptions of songs and games, tangible (collective) economic gain, and bounteous meals.
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During their time in the Batschka, however, the KLV cohorts also interacted on a daily basis with local youths. These youths, too, developed their own "utopian" spatial imaginations, traceable in part through oral history.
As with the reichsdeutsche youths, it is apparent that the Batschka German youths were inundated with propaganda that taught them to see the Reich in utopian terms, as the utopian space of these youths' origins, "longing," and 
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The degree to which children and youths formed a receptive audience for such publications is debatable. Nevertheless, as oral history interviews with All of these individuals, furthermore, recounted how the press, the cinema, and-above all-the radio conveyed messages from the Reich. Many were deeply impressed by these communications, especially as, in some cases, their parents and grandparents would gather around the radio to "follow Hitler's speeches." 64 However, what seemed to have made the largest impression on these children and youths-something very much in tune with the original goal of the youth exchange programs-were the personal interactions that occurred between Reichsdeutsche and Volksdeutsche.
All of the individuals interviewed had distinct memories of Reichsdeutsche
in their communities. Frequently, these Reichsdeutsche were adults. Most of the Donauschwaben, for instance, had recollections of reichsdeutsche military men, especially Waffen-SS members, as they conducted recruitments and trainings within their villages during the early 1940s. Many of these Reichsdeutsche, however, had also come to the Batschka to work with youths directly. "Wanderlehrer"
("traveling teachers") thus came from the Reich-generally in a "fascinating" uniform with "awards" and "leather boots"-and gave lectures on "agriculture, natural sciences, and so on," but also "made propaganda for the Third Reich, for a willingness to fight for the Fatherland." 65 One man, who had been "active with the youth program" as a teenager, further recalled how every Sunday, when his local "Hitler Youth" troop met, "professors who were a little bit older and knew about German culture" gave lectures, distributed books from Germany, and informed these youngsters about the German-Russian front with an illustrated map. "Looking back," he explained, "I thought . . . that was just a wonderful thing . . . that they shared all this with us."
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Batschka youths who interacted with Reichsdeutsche felt excitement that the Reich was interested in them. As one man stated, "it was beautiful" that "we had a connection [with Germany]," and that "teachers and other people" would come from Germany to see them. However, as he explained, it was Volksbund headquarters, their classroom, and the sports fields; almost always, they "marched nicely," singing "Deutschland, Deutschland über alles" and making a huge "hullaballoo." 70 The Donauschwaben youths were mostly "enthusiastic"
("begeistert") about these presentations; indeed, even youths who were not allowed to participate in these activities (usually due to their families' rejection of Nazism) found it disappointing that they had to spend their Sundays in church and not on the sports field or at their local youth assembly.
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Besides these public spectacles, smaller personal interactions between youths were also crucial. Even youths who had not enrolled in their local
Deutsche Jugend chapter and whose families had not enlisted in the Volksbund initiated friendships with the KLV youths. "They spoke a lot about Germany . . . which was something very new, interesting," one such man recounted. The KLV members found friends easily amongst the Batschka German youths; they then reported in all earnest how "Germany is cleanliness . . . Germany is punctuality and . . . especially also honesty, as in Germany, for instance, something like theft does not exist." 72 Largely through these interactions, "Germany" was adorned with utopian vestments; children and youths from the Batschka, in their exchanges with the Reichsdeutsche, ultimately truly believed that the Germans were "the competent . . . and the better ones . . . and the hard-working ones."
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And, most crucially, it was seemingly through their direct interactions with the Reichsdeutsche and their projects that these youths could become part of the fable that was the "clean," "honest," "hard-working," "educated," "punctual,"
and "technologically advanced" Reich. 74 Becoming some of the first in their villages to experience the "motherland," they were housed in Schloss Belvedere, exchanged stories with local reichsdeutsche Spielmannszug musicians, studied classical German poetry, visited the "world's largest organ" in Erfurt, and tasted their first ever oranges, bananas, and chocolates. As he explained, "we . . . thought: this is what Germany is like. We were then supposed to come back as ambassadors with glowing eyes," reporting to everyone at home "how good things were in Germany." In retrospect, of course, while they "had everything"
at this camp, this was not the average German experience during the war, and
Schloss Belvedere "was all a façade." However, as he reflected, "We were very gullible, as we did not know Germany as such."
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MOBILIZING UTOPIA: THE AGENCY OF YOUTH IN THE REALIZATION OF UTOPIAN PROJECTS
Utopias, as we have seen, arise from a multiplicity of sources and on a variety of scales. One of their most fascinating and significant aspects, however, is their ability to evoke action. Indeed, within a utopia's very conceptualization there lies a drive for change, reconstruction, and transformation; without the realization of activity which has a fundamentally "transforming effect upon the existing historical-social order," "utopias" remain simple "wish-projections," and do not qualify as "utopias" per se. 76 Within the Reich-inspired youth projects to and from the Batschka, utopia also inspired activity. The fact that youths enthusiastically participated in Nazi youth meetings, trainings, and exchanges is one indication of this (although, to a degree, the "utopian" ideal here also arose from praxis within a "utopian program," which these youths may have joined for other reasons, including the desire to engage in what one's friends did, an attraction to the youth groups' uniforms and activities, or their parents placing them into these programs). However, the Batschka's ethnic German youths acted upon utopian imaginations of the Reich, and their own potential role in its construction, in two other significant ways: an engagement in (and sometimes a spurring of) local community conflicts between pro-Reich Donauschwaben and anti-Reich or "non-German" entities, and voluntary enlistment into the German military forces.
Before delving further into an illustration of these activities, it is necessary to posit several caveats. The issue of action raises the question of agency, a particularly thorny issue in relation to children and youths who have traditionally
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been conceptualized as more deeply intertwined with, and influenced by, their families, their peers, and institutions such as schools or the church.
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Furthermore, topics such as the engagement of Donauschwaben in Nazi projects have remained, besides a few notable exceptions, understudied and "taboo." Hungarian language skills), the teacher scolded the children, claiming that "they must pray in Hungarian, because they eat Hungarian bread." Enraged, the pupils replied that the bread they eat is not Hungarian, as it was made by their parents. In response, the teacher shouted that she hoped that God would In Georg's opinion, youths in particular were "enthusiastic" about the Reich and its promises; youths were sometimes so effectively "taken in by propaganda" that they could simply "not understand that somebody could be against [the Reich]." Whenever he came home from his boarding school for the holidays, for instance, his former Donauschwaben classmates would already be waiting for him at the train station. They would then rip off his school cap, throw it in the mud, and step on it. They taunted him by asking, "Why don't you take a different, German cap, why do you have to wear a Hungarian cap?" "Such conflicts were common," he stated. Occasionally, these became so intense that some of his closest friends were actually reichsdeutsche KLV children, as they did not care which faction he belonged to, and because they could not understand why one "German" community would conduct such heavy internal battles.
Such "agitations," however, expressed themselves not merely in skirmishes within Donauschwaben communities; rather, as Georg explained, in retrospect he found it astonishing how many young men "went voluntarily . . . to fight for an ideology that they could not really understand . . . that the German . . . is . . . a Volk that must have the upper hand, and we must all participate in that." explicitly "voluntary," recruitment drives, several hundred more youths joined. However, as previous and (as they hoped) future youth leaders, it was their "utmost desire" to fight on the front, preferably with the SS Gebirgsdivisionen.
As the Volksgruppenführer concludes, he hoped sincerely that "this justified and notable wish" would be "granted," and that these young men would soon be sent to the front. were locked into internment camps over the following months, where some fifty thousand died; an estimated twelve thousand more were shipped into forced labor in the Soviet Union. 96 The half that fled in October 1944 often spent months traveling, by foot and horse-drawn wagon, across war-torn Europe towards the land that they had, for so many years, only been able to imagine. Individuals who then arrived in Germany in late 1944 or early 1945 experienced Germany as it really was: "bombed out," driven to disaster through a dangerous fanaticism, and largely unprepared for the hundreds of thousands of ethnic German refugees now streaming in from places like the Batschka. 97 Utopian ideas-constructed, shaped, and maintained through an interplay with other mutually constitutive utopian visions-hence crumbled fairly quickly as historical, geopolitical, and social realities came crashing down on all that had once been targeted, touched, and "fascinated" by the Reich.
Utopias exist in many forms and arise within entangled webs of interactions between individual and collective imaginations, "from above" and "from below" utopian projections, differing social and geographic contexts, wish and reality, and idea and action. Utopias, furthermore, are, in all of these variations, intricately tied to the spatial, as it is the spatial that frames the aims and limitations of the utopian projection, and forms the context in which utopias are received, perceived, multiplied, and-ultimately-acted upon. These considerations also apply to the Batschka during the 1930s and 1940s. Nazi experts and planners painted a (fluctuating and contradictory) image of the Batschka as a potential eugenic and agricultural utopia. Youths inspired by such ideals reported on their own experiences in the Batschka, a seeming utopian land of plenty; while Donauschwaben youths and children developed utopian visions of a Germany which they had never seen, but which they seemingly could become part of through an adherence to National Socialism.
Such utopias, however, inspired not merely thoughts, but also-in line with their very aims-actions. A direct line between vision and action cannot be drawn, as determining the precise actions, let alone the exact thoughts, of youths who engaged in Nazi activities is challenging at best. However, as oral histories and archival documents suggest, children and youths exposed to
Hitler Youth-type projects indeed developed "utopian" ideals about the Reich and/or the Batschka, ideals which were not merely created within these youth formations, but outside of them, and ultimately helped lead to their popularity and "success" in the first place. Once inculcated with utopian visions of the Reich, and one's potential place in its construction, many of these youths then rose to "defend" their "Germanness," engaging not only in violence against their "insufficiently" "German" neighbors, teachers, family members, and peers, but even enlisting voluntarily into Germany's armed forces at a major potential personal loss (in citizenship, social ties, and life). Ultimately, this study thus not only sheds light on the complex interactional matrix of utopias in the Nazi German youth movement, but perhaps also opens broader questions on the role of childhood and youth within the context of colonialism, militarism, and war; the manners in which current memories and representations are shaped by the utopian visions and experiences of the past; and the power of fantastical utopian ideas in affecting not only personal subjectivities, but also in mobilizing very real courses of collective action.
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1. Friedrich Fischer, interview, May 24, 2011. All names changed as per agreement signed between interviewer and interviewees. The interviews were conducted by the author as part of her ongoing research on the Batschka and the Western Banat's Donauschwaben. They were carried out either in English or in German, depending on the interviewees' preferences. All translations into English were done by the author.
2. Place names within this context are complex and reflect the shifting, multiethnic, multilingual composition of this borderland's populations and administrations. In this paper, names will be
